OULU REGION NATURE ATTRACTIONS

SANGINJOKI
The Sanginjoki camping area is a large
and vast nature attraction. The area also
contains the Lemmenpolku fishing trail,
rest shelters and campfire spots. The
main info board is situated at the rest
stop at Kontiokoski, at Sanginjoentie.
ISOKANKAAN KIERROS TRAIL 10 KM
Driving instructions: turn from Kuusamontie to
Vaalantie, drive for about 7 kilometres and turn left
to Sanginjoentie. Drive for about 12 kilometres and
turn left to the Isokangas forest road.
The area is mostly dry pine heath, but the forest
around Isokangas lake is dominated by lush spruce
trees. This area boasts a large population of wilderness fauna. There is a 2.5 hectare area of forest,
Asmonkorpi, on the south-western side of the
Isokangas lake, through which the Isokangas trail
passes.
In the Oulu region, Isokangas is the most noteworthy preserved ridge formation, shaped and sculpted by wind and time. The soil mainly consists of
material sorted by glacial rivers during the melting
of the continental glaciers. Long stretches of beach
formations remind us of a time when the sea
stretched up to lick the edges of Isokangas, while
the wind made dunes out of sand onto the side
facing the sea.
Isokankaanjärvi is a small, humus-rich lake with
marshy banks and dark waters. The shores of the
lake are ringed with sedges and other plants. The
Isokangas trail meanders through the ridge. The
route crosses the forest road in several places.
There are also two campfire spots on the trail,
complete with lean-to shelters. The firewood

Starting
point

Isokankaantie 66, 90650 Oulu

Duration

3-4 h

Services

Two campfire spots

Track
markings

Green poles with white tips

Difficulty

Quite challenging. The dampest and most
flooded spots have duckboards. The
Isokankaanjärvi lake’s lean-to is near the
road and is accessible.

is stocked frequently, but may temporarily run
out during peak months. You can bring your own
firewood to ensure that you have enough for a
campfire.
Starting
point

You can find the starting point on navigators
by searching for “Sanginjoen riistapolku” or
“Loppula, Oulu”

Duration

about 1 h

Services

Korpilampi lean-to shelter

Difficulty

The terrain is pretty damp, and there are a
lot of raised duckboard sections.

SANGINJOKI GAME TRAIL, 2 KM
Turn from Kuusamontie to Vaalantie (road 8300),
drive for 10.5 kilometres, turn left to Sanginjoentie.
Drive for 10.5 kilometres and turn left to Korpiseläntie, then turn left to the forest road right after
the Loppula house.
The trail circles the Korpilampi pond. Info boards
on the route describe how to combine game and
forest management. There is a campfire spot and a
lean-to shelter along the trail.

KALIMEENKIERROS ROUTE /
KALIME HIKING TRAIL, 5 KM
The Myllykoski starting point: turn from Kuusamontie to Vaalantie (road 8300), drive for about 7
kilometres and turn left to Sanginjoentie. Drive for
about 8.5 kilometers and turn left to Kuparisenpolku. The Myllykoski starting point’s parking area is
located at the end of Kuparisenpolku.

Starting
point

The Myllykoski starting point; Kuparisenpolku, 90650 Oulu OR the Kalimeenlampi
starting point, Korpiseläntie 330, 90650
Oulu

Duration

about 2 h

Services

Two campfire spots and lean-to shelters

Track
markings

Green bollards with white tips

Difficulty

Pretty challenging. Flooding areas are installed with duckboards.

The Kalimeenlampi starting point: turn from
Kuusamontie to Ylikiimingintie (road 833), drive for
about 10.5 kilometres and turn right to Kalimeenlammentie. After about 1.5 kilometres, turn right to
Korpiseläntie.
The Kalimeenkierros route circles the Kalimeenlampi pond and the small stream flowing from it.
On the route, you can learn about ancient means
of hunting. The route circles the pond through the
north to the banks of the Kalimenoja stream, and
from there towards the South to Iso Polvikangas.
The route intersects with the forest road in several
spots.
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